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that the rate at which light ejects electrons from a metal

Basic Skills

surface is directly proportional to the intensity of the light?

Red light emitted by a standard helium-neon laser
has a wavelength of about 633 nm. What is the energy of
one photon of such red light?

Q48.1

Q4B.15 How does Einstein's photon model explain the
observed result of photoelectric effect experiments that if
the intensity of light falling on a metal plate is held fixed,

the rate at which electrons are ejected from the metal

Q48.2 Yellow light has a wavelength of

about 590 nm.
What is the energy of one photon of such light?

Q4B.3

. We find that photons

from a certain Iight

decreases as the light's frequency increases?

source

Modeling

have an energy of 3.5 eV. What is the wavelength associated with this light? Is this light visible?

+

Q4B..4 A typical laboratory helium-neon laser produces
about 1 mW (0.001 I/s) of tight at a wavelength of 633 nm.
How many photons per second does this laser produce?

Q48.5 Acertain argon

laser produces about 5 mW of light
at a wavelength of 514 nm. How many photons per second
does this laser produce?

Q48.6

Photons from a certain light source are measured to
have an energy of.0.62 eV. What is the wavelength associated with this tight? Is this light visible?

The value of W is about4.Z4eV for zinc. lA/hat is the
maximum wavelength that light falling on a zinc cathode

Q4B.7

can have iJ it is to be able to eject electrons?

Q4M.1 When we illuminate sodium metal with monochro.

,

matic light with a wavelength of r[20 nm, suppose we find
that the maximum potential difference developed between
the plates in the experimental setup shown in figure Q4.1b
is 0.65 V; when the wavelength is 310 nnr, we find this voltage to be L.59 V. Check that these experimental results are
consistent with a value of 1240 eV.nm for hc (wiihin t1%),
and find the value of Wfor sodium.

Q4M.2 When we illuminate cesium meta with monochromatic light with a wavelength of 500 nm, suppose we find
that the maximum potential difference developed between
the plates in the experimental setup shown in figure Q4.1b
is 0.57 V; when the wavelength is rt20 nm, we find this voltage to be 1.04 V. Check that these experimental results are
consistent with a value of 1240 eV.nm for Lc (within + 1%),
and find the value of W tor cesium.

Q48.8

The value of W is about 2.3 eV for potassium. What
is the maximum wavelength that light falling on a potassium cathode can have if it is to be able to eject electrons?

Q48.9

Verify that the intensity of light falling on a sulface
m away from a lamp radiating 40 W of visible light is
3.2W /rft, as daimed in exercise Q4X.1.
1..0

Suppose red and green light-emitring diodes (LEDs)
radiate the same amount of power in the form of light at
wavelengths of 650 nm and 560 nm, respectively. Which
emits more photons per second? By what factor?

Q4M.3 When we illuminate iron with ultraviolet light with
a wavelength of 250 nm, suppose we find the maximum
potential difference developed between the plates in the
experimental setup shown in figure Q4.1b to be 0.46 V. From
these data and the accepted value of hc, find the potential
difference between the plates if ttre ultraviolet ligit wavelength is changed to 220 nm. Also find Wfor iron.

Q48.10

Q48.11 Suppose we do an experiment using the setup
shown in figure Q4.1b where green light with a wavelength of 540 nm falls on a cesium cathode whose work
function is 2.1 eV. I fhat value will the voltmeter display?
Q4B.12 Suppose we do an experiment using the setup
shown in figure Q4.1b where violet light with a wavelength of 430 nm falls on a cesium cathode whose work
function is 2.1 eV. What value will the voltrneter display?

-+>

Q48.13 About how many photons per

second are broadcast
by a FM radio station whose transmitter power is 10,000 W

and whose frequency is 89.9 lvl}Iz?

Q48.14 How does Einstein's photon model explain the
observed result of photoelechic effect erperimmts indicating

Q4M.4 When we illuminate lead with uliraviolet light with
a wavelength of 250 nm, suppose we find the maximun
potential difference developed between the plates in the
experimental setup shown in figure Q4.tb to be 0.82 V.
From these data and the accepted value of hc, find the
potential difference between the plates if the wavelength
is 215 nrr. Also find Wfor lead.

Q4M.5 Suppose you are standing in the dark and facing a
20-W LED bulb 100 m away. If the diameter of your pupils
is about 8 mm under these conditions, about how many
photons of. oisible light enter your eye every second?

Q4M.6 lnagine a model where light coruists of photons
but each photon carries an energy E r, proportional to
ttre wave's intensity, not its wavelength. How would this
model contradict the erpectations of a pure wave model
for the photoelectric effect (or would it)? Would it be

consistent

with the photoelectric effect results acfually

observed (see section Q4.5)? Explain.
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Figure O5.9
Simu

lated one-quanton-at-a-time interference Patterns for problem O5T. 8.

HOMEWORK PROBLEMS
Basic Skills
Compute the de Broglie wavelength of an electron
beam whose electrons each have a kinetic energy of 25 eV.

Q58.1

Q5B.2 Compute the de Broglie wavelength of an eleckon
beam whose electrons each have 3.2 keV of kinetic energy.

to use an electron gun to Prepare an electron beam with a wavelength of 1.0 nm. What
voltage (electrostatic potential energy Per unit charge) difference would you set up between its plates?

Q5B.3 Imagine that we want

Imagine that we want to use an electron gun to pre'
pare an elechon beam with a wavelength of 0.33 nm. What
voltage (electrostatic potential energy per unit charge) difference would you set up between its plates?

Q58.4

Q5B.5 Compute the de Broglie wavelength of a

beam
whose neutrons each have a kinetic energy of 25 eV. (The
value of mt for a neutron is 939 MeV.) Why is this much
smaller than that computed in problem Q5B.1?

Q5B:6 . What would be the kinetic energy of electrons in
a beam having a de Broglie wavelength of 420 nm (the
wavelength of violet light)?
.

Q5B.7 'Thermal'-neutrons are neutrons whose kinetic

energy is roughly equal to the average kinetic energy that
any object has at room temPerature due to thermal effects
(=0.0+ eV). What would be the de Broglie wavelength of
a beam of such neutrons? (For a neutron, mC = 939MeY

QSB.S Compare the wavelength of a 1.0-MeV Sarlrma-ray
photon with that of a neutron having the same kinetic
energy. (For a neutron,mC :939 MeV)
0.15 kg, and a majorwith a speed of 40 m/s

Q58.9 A baseball has a mass of
league pitcher can throw a ball
(e0

milh).

(a) What is the approximate de Broglie wavelmgth of

a

beam of baseballs pitched at. such a speed?
(b) Why do we not have to worry much about the wave
aspects of a beam of baseballs?

Chapter
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Q58.10 The electron in a hydrogen atom "orbits" its proton
with a speed of (1/137)c. Assume that the orbit is circular and that the magnitude of the eleckon's momentum
is thus constant and well-defined. What is the electron's
de Broglie wavelength? How does this compare to the

60 carbon atoms arranged irr a
shape something like a hollow sphere 0.71 nm in diameter.

Q5M.7 Abuckyball contains

Imagine that we create a beam of buckyballs all moving
at tlie same speed ldl. Wfrat is the maximum vaLue that
ld I can have if the beam's de Broglie wavelength is at least
10 times the size of the buckyball, so that we might easily
display buckyball interference? (Hint: Catbon atoms have
a mass of 12.01 u, and 1 uC : 931.5 MeV.)

atom's radius (which is about 0.053 nm)?

Modeling
Q5M.1 In the Davisson-Germer experiment described
in example Q5.1, what would be the smallest nonzero
angle (relative to the direction of the original beam)
where reflected electrons might constructively interfere

100 nm in diameter,
each consisting of roughly 10e carbon atoms (the mass of a
carbon atom iJabout iZ.Of u, where 1 u:1.67 x 10-z kg).
Imagine a beam of such particles moving at 1 mm/s'
(a) What would the beam's de Broglie wavelength be?

Q5M.8 Consider particles of fine soot

if the kinetic energy of the electrons were 102 eY? Is there

(b) Imagine that we manage to send the beam through
two slits 150 nm wide and 300 nm apart. To seParate
"bright spots" of the soot-particle interference pattem
by more than L pm, about how far from the slits would
we have to place the screen for displaying the pattem?
(c) IAIhat would be the minimum time'required to perform

another possible angle of constructive interference?

Q5M.2 Imagine that we

create a beam of electrons using an

electron gun having a 55-V electrostatic potential energy
per unit charge difference between its anode and cathode'
(a) What is the de Broglie wavelength of this batch of electrons? Express your resuJ.t in nanometers.
O) Explain why it is not going to be easy to make two slits
with a spacing that is roughly the same size as this
wavelength. (Hint:The size of a typical atom is 0.1. nm.)

(c) Find the de Broglie wavelength of a beam of protons accelerated through the same voltage difference
(mt = 938 MeV for a proton). Compare this with your
result in part (a). Is it going to be easier or harder to set

.

the experiment?

Q5M.9 Ir a one.photon-at-a-time two-slit interference exper-

iment with down-converted photons, it would be very convenient if both the laser light entering the nonlinear crystal
and the down-converted photons emerging from it were
visible it would greatly help in the process of atigning the
beams and ensuring that light is indeed getting to the detectors and slits. Prove that this is (alas) impossible.

up a two-slit interference experiment for protons?

Q5M.3 Verify that in the Jdnsson experiment, electrons
with 50 keV of kinetic mergy going through slits 2.0 pm
apart will produce an interference pattern on a screen
35 cm away having adjacent bright spots roughly 1 pm
apart. (Hint: teat the electrons as nonrelativistic, but note
problem Q5M.10.)
mEmage to create a pair of slits in a
metal foil that are 100 nm apart, and imagine that we send
a beam of 100-eV electrons through these slits and project them on a fluorescent screen 1.0 m away from the slits.

Q5M.4 Imagine that we

What

will be the

approximate distance between bright

spots in the interference pattern displayed on the screen?

Q5M.5 Suppose we send a beam of 100-eV electrons
through a single slit that is 1 p.m wide. \Alhat is the electron
beam's width after traveling 10 m?

---> Q5M.6

Consider the helium atom interference experiment
discussed in section Q5.5. In this experiment, the detection
screen was 64 cm from the slits.
(a) If the helium atom beam had a wavelength of 0.103 nm,
what is the approximate speed of each atom?
(b) Calculate the theoretical distance between adjacent
interference maxima on the detection screen and compare it to the measured value.

Q5M.10 The electrons used in the ]6nsson experiment (with
kinetic energy K = 50 keV) are not really nonrelativistic
(they are moving at about 40 percent the speed of light!)'
(a) Use the result of problem Q5D.1 to calculate a relativistically correct wavelength for this electron beam.
(b) By about what percentage is problem Q5M.3's nonrelativlstic calculation of the bright-spot spacing in error?
Q5M.11 Compare the wavelength of a 10-MeV garnma-ray
photon with that of an electron with K : 10 MeV. (Hlnfr
The latter will be relativistic: see problem Q5D.1.)
Q5M.12 The 1961 Nobel Prize for physics was awarded to
Robert Hofstadter for experimental work involving the
seattering of 20-GeV electrons from atomic nuclei.
(a) What is the de Broglie wavelength of a beam of 20-GeV
electrons? (See problem Q5D.1.)
(b) How does this wavelength compare to 101s m, the tyPical size of an atomic nucleus? (It is impossible to examine objects with any kind of beam whose wavelength

is much larger than the object in question: the beam
will diffract around the object rather than reflect from
it and thus won't produce a sharp image.)
(c) Does it much matter whether the "20 GeV" here refers
to the total or just the relativistic kinetic energy of
the electrons? Explain. (Hint: See equation Q5.10 in
problem Q5D.1.)

